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Message from the chairman:
Hello all,
The Falconer

Over the lastI month a number of birds have been taken up from the moult and are being reclaimed
with activity and anticipation for the forthcoming season. If anyone needs assistance with coping,
S S Uthe
E club. Birds can be brought to the club
imping or fitting furniture ask for help from within
meeting or to the ‘training weekend’ at Breighton Ferry where help and
Newsletter of the Yorkshire Hawking
Clubissue
In this
advice can be given.
The club attended Malham Show with a wide variety of raptors to display. It was a fine sunny day with large crowds and a lot of interest for Message from the chairman
MessagefromtheChairman
the club and falconry. The birds were all in good condition and behaved
Lead poisoning
very well, being remarkably steady whilst on show. The show is generally
Danny Carter’s imprint
enjoyed by the club members and this year was not an exception. The
show organiser thanked the club for their support again and commented
Golden Eagle
that he always
gets
good
feedback
about
the
club
display.
He
has
already
In this issue
What’s on this month
asked for us to return in 2018.
I understand the pride, excitement and exuberance at getting new birds
entered
or reclaimed
to switch back on and the desire to share the excitement with others, but
Message
from thebirds
Chairman
I would ask that all members consider the impact that social media can have when sharing comments, images and videos. Particularly graphic photos or bad language may be blocked from the
club Face book groups. This is to try to protect all of us from negative use of the images and comments, not to pretend that it doesn’t happen. Enough said.
For those of us that are still waiting for that last two feathers to come down, be patient, we will soon
catch the early birds up.
Regards , Steve Eastwood.
Lead poisoning
As we start taking wild quarry we need to be aware of a few of the risks associated. Wild quarry can
cause trauma to our birds, carry disease as well as potential toxins. But if we are aware of the potential dangers, take precautions and monitor our birds closely we should be able to avoid serious
problems. Still the most common toxin encountered in captive raptors is lead. The birds usually take
in the toxin in the form of lead shot when keepers feed game, pigeon or rabbit that have been shot
with a shotgun. In the past it was considered safe to feed raptors food with a small amount of shot
as long as there was plenty of casting material given to bring the shot back up when the birds cast,
but it has since been proven that even in these cases serious lead toxicity can be seen. It is suggested that goshawk cramp mentioned in older texts was
in fact lead toxicity seen in birds after they had cast
out the lead shot. Wild quarry taken by our birds
could also carry lead shot if they have previously been
shot but not fatally wounded. Therefore it is worth
knowing what signs to look for and to take your bird
to an avian veterinarian ASAP. Very often you will find
your bird sitting on its hocks grasping one foot in the
other but other signs can include green faeces
(mutes), weakness of legs and drooping wings, tremors, fits and coma. If any of these symptoms are seen
you need to seek veterinary treatment straight away.
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Danny Carter’s Imprint female golden eagle
So, the reason I chose to go for an imprint
was a personal reason for me. Every animal I
have trained, I have had from the youngest
age possible. I didn't want to alter this when
choosing to take on a female golden eagle. I
will know that from the day I had her, all and
everything I put into her will be her out come
in later life and any faults she has will be my
doing and no one else's not even her natural
parents. I have 4 mentors now and I'm sure I
will continue asking for advice for years to
come. From week 5 when I collected her from
Peter Gill at Falcon Muse she was left minced
food and changed for fresh every 4 hours up to week 7 when she started eating solids like
rat, squirrel and quail. By this time i was hiding the food under a mat and sliding the mat
away when I was out of sight. Through to week 10 I attached food on a Lure and she feed
from this every day until week 14. From week 14 she started to run to the lure pulled in by
the BullX machine and now at week 16 she is flying to the lure every day for her main meal. I
must add, from day one we have got into a routine and she travels to work with me everyday
and I have used only the Lure for her to take out her daily aggression out on this. Naturally
she is very protective over the lure when she has caught it but I read her body language and
allow her to calm down before offering her half a quail on my fist. Once she is satisfied with
this trade piece of meat the lure is covered by my coat and she steps up, finally the last
mouth full and the hood goes on as she swallows the food. 7 days a week I have maintained
this training session every evening since she's turned 10 weeks old.
Thank you to Danny Carter for submitting and we look forward to an update later in the season to see how all the hard work pays off.
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